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Synopsis 
The angular distribution and polarization of y-radiation emitted by 

oriented nuclei was expressed earlier r) with the aid of parameters fk. These 
parameters characterize the state of orientation of the nuclei from which 
the radiation is emitted. Here explicit formulae are derived for the change 
of the parameters fk if the y-radiation under consideration is preceded by a 
fi or a y-transition. 

A discussion is given of the data of physical interest, which may be 
obtained by the analysis of experimental data on y-radiation from oriented 
nuclei: multipole character of y-transitions, nuclear spins and parities, 
nuclear magnetic moments, data on the Hamiltonian for the p-interaction 
and nuclear matrix-elements for p-decay. 

9 1. Introduction. For experiments in which radioactive nuclei are 
oriented the life time of the nuclei must be rather large. Most half 
lifes for y-transitions are very short, except for the isomeric transi- 
tions. However, there are no, or very few, isomeric nuclei which have 
a suitable half life, a suitable energy (in addition the y-radiation 
must not be entirely converted) and which can be oriented by the 
present experimental methods. Hence, the situation for observation 
of the angular distribution and polarization of the y-radiation emit- 
ted by oriented nuclei will generally be the following: 

a) the nuclei which are oriented will be b-radioactive with a suffi- 
ciently large life-time. 

b) the p-transition is followed by a y-transition (fig. 1) or possibly 
by two or more y-transitions in cascade (fig. 2). 

*) Present address: Van der Waals Laboratorium, Universiteit, Amsterdam, Nederland. 
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For the calculation of the angular distribution and polarization of 
the y-radiation, the formulae of I, $3 6-7 l) apply.’ We must only 
keep in mind that in a ,9-tran3ition jO -+ ji according to fig. 1 the 
initial orientation of the nuclei with angular momentum jO is dis- 
turbed. If we consider the distribution of the second y-radiation 
according to fig. 2 we must also account for the change of orienta- 
tion caused by the emission of the first y-radiation. 
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Fig. 1. Decay scheme. Fig. 2. Decay scheme. 

In the next section we shall derive formulae connecting the initial 
orientation with the orientation after the ,9 or y-transitions, which pre- 
cede the observed y-radiation. These results together with the for- 
mulae of I provide the theoretical formulae, necessary for the dis- 
cussion of experimental data in this field. Which data of physical 
interest can be obtained will be discussed in $5 3 and 4. 

$2. Calculation of the chartge of the orientation $arameters fk by ,3 or 

y-transitions. We assume that there is an axis q of rotational symme- 
try. Then (cf. I, 5 2) the orientation of the nuclei with spin jO is com- 
pletely characterized by the relative populations am0 of the sublevels 
W&J (x$,= - jOaEmo= 1). After a j$transition (or a y-transition) jo+ ii the 
probabilities ant, are connected with a,,,O by (cf. I, 5 I formulae 3, 4) 

a mr = &no urn0 pmomr 8 (1) 

&n< pmom, = 1 P (2) 

where Pno,,,, is the partial transition probability for the transition 
(jomo) --f (jinzJ. For special cases P,,,,,, are given by the following 
expressions. 
A. pL$ti = 4np, (3) 
This formula is valid for 

a) allowed B-transitions with matrix elements 

l/l I2 or lh I2 
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b) a forbidden p-transition with a scalar matrix element. 
In these two cases there will often be other matrix elements which 
play a role in P,,,, 

B. Pzim, = I< jimi lMI ji 1jOmO>12 (4 

Here <jimi 1MI ji l&m,,> are the transformation coefficients for the 
addition of angular momenta. Formula (4) applies for 

a) allowed /?-transitions with matrix element 

I./‘a I2 

b) first forbidden p-transitions with matrix elements 

I/a A r 12, I/a I’, I/r I2 or I/w I2 
c) electric or magnetic y-dipole transitions. 

C. pE~~ii = I ( ii mi 2 M I ii I 2jlJ mO > I2 
This formula applies for 
a) first forbidden p-transitions with matrix element 

B, 

b) second forbidden B-transitions with matrix elements 

R,, A,, T,, or R$ 

c) electric or magnetic y-quadrupole transitions. 
We shall consider a transition for which the formula 

(5) 

Pf~~n, = 1 ( ji mi LM 1 ji Ljo ~0 > I2 (6) 

is valid, of which the above mentioned cases are examples. Since 
from I, $9 6-7 it is clear that for the description of the orientation 
only the parameters fk are needed, we derive a relation between 
fk(io) giving the orientation before the transition and fR(ji) giving the 
orientation after the transition, We start with the formula (cf. I, 
$2 formulae 25 and 26) 

fk(j;) = ZUk(ii) Emi (- l)ii-mi ( j,miii - m,j jiji kO ) a,,,. 

According to (1) and (6) 

(7) 

u,,,~ = &,,,, unro I< i; mi LM 1 jiLj0 m, > 12. (8) 

With Racah’s definition of the functions V (cf. “) formula (16’)) 

<ii m, LMI jiLjomo > = (- l)io+“o (2jo+ l)l’z V(jiLio; mi M - m,), (9) 
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it follows from (7) and (8) that 

fk(jJ=w,(jJ ~,no,,,iu”o (-l)ii*“i+k (2k+ l)k (2j,+ 1) V(j,j;k; mi-?7%iO) x 

X V(jiLjO; miM - m0) ~(j;LjO ; mjM - m0). (10) 

Summation in (10) over m, and A4 with formula (41) of Racah’s 
paper “) gives the result 

fkbi) = wk(ii) c,,,o umo (2k + 1y (2jo + 1) (- l)~+k+fpJ’O x 

x w(j,jojijrJ; Lk) T/‘(j,j,k, - m,m,O), (‘1) 

where the functions W are the Racah coefficients. With the applica- 
tion of (7) for j0 instead of ji and with the relation (9), formula (I 1) 
becomes 

fkbi) = wkh) wk(io)-’ 12io + l) w(jiLkiO; ioii) fkh). (12) 

From the explicit expressions for wk (I, 3 2 formula 32) the product 

wk(ii) wk(jo)-’ = 

is obtained. 
Tables for the Racah coefficient W(j,Lhjo; jojJ are given in several 

papers “) 4, “). With (12) we can directly calculate fk(ji) from fk(jO) 
when jO, j; and L are known. 

In some cases the relation (12) becomes very simple. For the tran- 
sition j. + j. - L, 

fkbi) = 
j; (2jo - k) ! 

CGO) ! 
j;t;l~~ k)! fkb.0) (14 

or 

Nk(ji) fkbi) = Nk(io) fkho)~ (15) 

where the functions Ark(j) are the same as defined by I, $ 6 formula 
(96a). For j. --f j. + L, 

ii Pi0 + l)! (2jj+k+ I)! . 
fk(ji) = (2jof k+ 1) ! ip(q, .,)! fk(lO) (16) 

or 

Mk(ii) fk(ii) = I”k(iO) fk(iO), 

with M,(j) again defined by I, 5 6 formula (96~~). 

(17) 
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For i0 --f j,, with total angular momentum quantum number of 
the emitted radiation L = 1 we find 

3 3. Example of the application of the formzclae to the angular distri- 
bution of y-radiation from oriented 6oCo nuclei. The formulae (I, 5 6-7, 
formulae 90-102) for the angular distribution and polarization of 
y-radiation can be applied to actual cases using the results of 3 2. 
We shall illustrate this by dealing with oriented 6oCo nuclei of which 
the radiation has been investigated experimentally by D a n i e 1 s 
et al. 6), G o r t e r et al. ‘), G r a c e “) and P o p p e ma et al. “). 

60 

Fig. 3. Decay scheme of 6oCo. 

We assume the decay scheme to be as is shown in fig. 3 (cf. 
D e u t s c h ‘0)) where the transitions are electric quadrupole transi- 
tions. Then I, $6, formula 93 for the angular distribution applies i.e. 

W@) = a1 -+ NZ(ji) fi(ii) Pz( cos @t -5slv4(ii) f4(ii)P4 (cosG)). (19) 

The formula (19) is written down for the angular distribution of the 
first y-radiation. Initially, the orientation parameters fk(jO) are given 
and the fk(ji) are calculated for the evaluation of (19). However, for 
“Co the formula (15) may be applied and we need to compute only 
Nk(jO) fk(jO) for k = 2 and 4. We have evaluated fk(jO) for j. = 5 as a 
function of pwith the assumption 

anto = C exp. (pm,) (20) 

which is valid if we have a Boltzmann distribution over equidistant 
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energy levels (with j3 = ,uB/kTj,, ,LJ nuclear magnetic moment, B 
magnetic field at the place of the nucleus). The results for f,, /a, f3 
and f4 are given in fig. 4 to give an idea of the magnitude of these 
parameters and their functional dependence on ,!?. 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the orientation parameters f,, fz, f3 and f4 as a function of B. 

For orientations of the nuclei, which differ not too much from 
spherical symmetry, the parameters fR may be evaluated with the 
aid of approximate formulae for (20). If e.g. the probabilities urn, can 
be approximated by a polynomial of the fourth degree we use the 
formulae 20, 21 and 22 of. I, 3 2. 

Using the obtained values for fk in (19) we obtain numerical results 
for W(6). P o p p e m a et al. 9) compared the results with experi- 
mental data and found a rather good agreement. Experimentally, 
the angular distribution of the first and second y-radiation (fig. 3) is 
measured together since the energy difference of the y quanta cannot 
be separated easily with scintillation counters. Nevertheless the 
results obtained from (19) can directly be applied for the following 
reason. The angular distribution of the second radiation emitted by 
the nuclei with spin je is determined by (19) if jj is replaced by i,. 
But again (15) holds and 

Nk(L) fkk) = ~‘k(ie) /k(L) (21) 
which gives the result that the first and second y-radiation have 
identical distributions.This will not always be the case for two succes- 
sive y-radiations as follows from the formulae (12) and e.g. (18). 

3 4. Data of Physical interest, which may be obtained from measure- 
ments on the y-radiation emitted by oriented nuclei. Depending on the 
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nucleus which is oriented, information about the orientation mechan- 
ism or the nuclear process (especially the values of the nuclear 
spins involved) may be known or still lacking. Generally speaking, 
knowledge about the unknowns may be obtained if some informa- 
tion is already available, so that the situation is not too complex. 

1. Information of macrophysical OY atomic nature may be obtained 
if the nuclear physical part is known, especially the nuclear spins 
involved and the nature of the p and y transitions which occur.. The 
measurements of the angular distribution of a 2L-pole y-radiation 
provides, in principle, the fk with k = 2, 4, . . . . up to the smallest 
of the numbers 2L or 2ji. Measurement of linear polarization does not 
give anything new here, but measurement of the circular polariza- 
tion would give fkls with odd k. For determination of the fk’s with 
high k, a considerable orientation is required, otherwise they cannot 
be obtained with any precision. Knowledge of the fk’s obtained 
from such experiments can be used 

a) in order to obtain knowledge about the mechanism of orientation 
if this is not known, or 

b) if this mechanism is known, to obtain the temperature from the 
parameters fk, so that the angular distribution of the y-radiation can 
be used as a thermometer. 

2. Information concerning nuclear physical data can be acquired 
if the mechanism of orientation is sufficiently known. Data of the 
following nature may be obtained: 

a) The multipole order of the y-radiation may be determined from 
the angular distribution since W(6) strongly depends on L (see e.g. 
I $ 6). For the decision as to whether we have mug&c or electric 2L- 
pole radiation the linear polarization of the y-radiation must be 
measured. 

b) The values of the nuclear spins and parities may follow from the 
multipole order and the electric or magnetic character of the y-tran- 
sitions. The temperature dependence of the angular distribution will 
also depend on jO. If ji and j, are known, j,, may be determined in 
this way. 

c) The magnetic moment of the initial nztcleus may be obtained if 
the mechanism of orientation as well as the character of the nuclear 
process 11) 1”) is known. If the population of the different m-levels is 
characterized by a Boltzmann factor 

afno - - exp. [(@/kTj,) mol = exp. (/h,), (22) 
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we can determine from the measured fk the value of p and from B the 
value of ,u if B/kTj,, is known. One obtains only the absolute magni- 
tude of the magnetic moment by measuring the angular distribution 
(or linear polarization) of the y-radiation. The sign could only be 
obtained by measuring the circular polarization. 

This way of measuring magnetic moments of radioactive nuclei is 
of interest because most radioactive nuclei are not available in suffi- 
cient quantities for the application of the usual methods. The 
magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei have a special interest because 
they are mostly radioactive, so that very few data on magnetic 
moments of odd-odd nuclei exist. 

d) If the spins and parities involved in the y-radiation are known, 
information may be obtained about the preceding /?-transition. This 
will be particularly true if we have an allowed /? transition for which 
i,, = ji. The function P mOmi (occurring in (1)) giving the partial tran- 
sition probability is 

P,,O,,,i = APE:,,,,+ ;I’P!,‘,A,,,i (with 1 + ;I’ = 1) (23) 

for an allowed /?-transition, where P&“i and PEBmi are given by (3) 
and (5). 1 and 1’ are determined by 

A’/;1 = CG + 4)/k: + 41 w~l”/l/ 1I”l. (24) 

We refer for these notions on p-decay tor3). I/ aI2 and I/ 1 I2 are 
nuclear matrix elements for /?-decay. If ;3. could be measured and if 
the ratio of the matrix elements were known one could determine 
the quantity (cz $- c$/(c? + cg), which gives the relative magnitude 
of Gamow-Teller and Fermi terms in the Hamiltonian for the p-in- 
teraction. If on the other hand, the value of (ci + cz)/(c: + c$ were 
known, one could calculate the ratio of the matrix elements \/crI” 
and I/ 1 12. 

We may indicate in somewhat more detail how 1 could be deter- 
mined if we measure f2(ji) and f4(ji) in case of a quadrupole y-transi- 
tion preceded by a p-transition with j0 = ii. The connection of 
f2(j,) and f4(ji) with f2(jo) and f4(j0) is given according to (3), (18) 
and (23) by 

fa(iJ = fibI) + (1 -- 4 Hi,” + io - Emil + 1)l fzhl), (25) 

fdii) = f&o) + (1 - 4 Hii + io -- 1O)li,(~, + 1Jl f&J. (26) 
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We now suppose that the mechanism of orientation is known, then 
we may assume that id(j,,) is a known function of fz(&) : 

f=&) = ~{f;(il)l. (27) 

If fAiJ and f4(ji) are measured, the 3 unknowns fz($,), f4(&) and jl 
may be solved from the 3 equations (25), (26), (27). By making the 
measurements for a number of temperatures, one could reach a 
higher precision for il. 

A situation like this is realized for “Co for which j0 = ji = 2 ; 
j, = 0. Probably this is an allowed unfavoured transition with 
fs,2-&,2 orbitals for the odd nucleons in 58Co. (25) and (26) reduce to 

fz(iJ = -iAl -I- 4 fi(iJ> (28) 

f4Gi) = 5(- 2 + 5n) fb(iCJ. (29) 
This means that 

f4tii)Ifitii) = - ($1 f4(io)/fi(io) for 1 = O, (30) 

f4(ii)/fi(ii) = f4(iJ/fi(iO) for 1 = *. (31) 

The strong dependence of f4(ji)/f2(ji) on 1 means that il can probably 
be determined with reasonable accuracy from such measurements. 

A determination of l/a12/1/1 I2 f or 58Co would be of interest to test 
theories of the nuclear matrix elements for odd-odd nuclei such as 
proposed by B r y s k 14). 

We may add the remark that in all these considerations we assume 
the nuclei to have no appreciable spin precession after the p transi- 
tion and before the y-transition. In the case of 58Co we have a dis- 
integration by @’ transition or by K capture. Since the larger part 
of the disintegration occurs by K capture it is possible that our 
assumption does not hold. The disappearance of the K electron may 
produce a magnetic field strong enough to cause an appreciable spin 
precession. 

In addition to their use for the study of the y-radiation itself, 
sources with oriented nuclei might eventually be suitable sources of 
linearly or circularly polarized y-radiation, which could be used in 
other experiments. 

The authors wish to thank Prof. S. R. d e G r o o t for valuable 
help and for discussion of the manuscript. They are indebted to Mr 
B. J. PO s t ma and Mr T h. Ru ygr o k for calculating the 
numerical results shown in fig. 4. 
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ERRATA 

H. A. T o 1 h o e k and J. A. M. C o x, Physica 19 (1953) 101. 

(22e) ((2j + 1) C}-’ instead of C 

(74) - cq+, instead of a,,, 
(78) (- I)ii+mi instead of (- I)ii-‘“i 

(84 a factor (- I)k_ to be added 

(844 a factor --I to be added 
(84e) (LLk2 / LILI) instead of <LLkO 1 LILI). 

Referende 12) Physica 18 (1952) 359 ought to be Pllysica 19 (1953) 
(to appear shortly). 


